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Special Price $7.99 REGULAR $10.99 LIMITED TIME Fuck My Day When your having a bad day

and things are not going your way color in Fuck My Day. Fuck the Laundry or Damn Dishes and it

wouldn't be complete without Fuck This! What's in the book!! Wine your way to an awesome day

Who pissed on the toilet? Fuck Mondays To hell with it Fuck this I need my Music Fuck Cleaning

Peace Love and Go Fuck yourself Classy and Fucking Sassy I'm fixing to beat your ass Fuck My

Day Crazy Bitch Damn Dishes #No Fucking Filter Fuck This Fuck the Laundry Take your ass to bed

(boy&girl version) Don't ask for shit Sit your ass down Fuck this I need to color
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I was really looking forward to getting this book but after receiving it, it kind of feels like half of the

pages were recycled from the mommy's time out book. I'm not a parent so I don't say things like

"who peed on the toilet." I expected stuff like how traffic sucks, or a bad hair day but it wasn't that.

There are a few pages I like but had I known what the majority of the pics were I would've passed

on it

What isn't there to love about a book that describes how we all feel being a mom , a bread winner ,

a spouse or just having a room mate?! The phrases dealing with sending someone to their room ,

not cleaning the dishes , doing the laundry or having a man/son who has the inability of hitting the

toilet bowl INSIDE :) will have you giggling away your angst as you color away. The Queen has



once again hit the ball out of the ballpark with this book.

This coloring book is just perfect for those days when I feel like having an attitude, but not towards

my boyfriend! Coloring these pages is so therapeutic! I recommend this highly-I am thoroughly

enjoying this purchase!

Love love this adult coloring book. If you don't like funny sweary words don't get this book. But if you

have a sense of humor and need a way to release stress after a bad day at work this is a perfect

release.

This is the second book of Jamesa Leyhe's that I have bought in a short time span because her art

is incredibly fun and relates to every day struggles that life throws into the mix. As a mother of 3

teenage boys you can imagine the piles of laundry, the last minute "I forgot this project was due, so

I need posterboard" at 10pm at night, etc. Time-out gives my anxiety time to to lower, adorable

artwork that is fun to color and a great way to de-stress. I love something I can relate too.

This is the first coloring book I purchased by Jamesa and it won't be the last! The sayings are ones I

can totally relate to as a wife and mom. Her style is fun and I love that her pages are all original and

hand-drawn so you won't see any designs from other books. I can't wait to get the rest of her books!

Great unwind and chillax from the day kind of book. The illustrations arent too detailed but they

aren't that simplisitic either they are a happy medium between the get your brain going in the

matathon of life and the aaaahhhhhh that goes with chillax I got mine yesterday from the author for

a contest of hers that did. I made sure that I did a page before I tried to lay down anyway didnt work

by the way laying down part LOL do you need a little something to unwind both you and your

brain?? Well grab your favorite drink and this book and get to chillazing darn it!! including the page

that I colored will try to remember to add more as I color them.

This book is a must have staple in any colorist collection! We can all relate to this book. This book

Was MADE for when you are having a bad day. Pages are all one sided pictures so you are

welcome to use ANYTHING on the pages, just make sure you put some other sheet behind the

page tyou are working on, but that is just a standerd on any coloring book. I love this book the

images are great the words and saying are greats. I freaking love this! You got to have it a must



have!
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